Friday Night [under the] Lights
2014

Happy Friday.
I hope everyone had a relaxing or super-busy (you know who you are) 4th of July Holiday
weekend… Just like every major holiday, those who have chosen a career in emergency care
either love or hate holidays like the 4th. We remain an important security blanket for the
festivities and celebrations.
Personally, I’d rather be a producer than a consumer of healthcare on July 4th and December
31st. Same way the cardiologists feel about Thanksgiving Day, I bet.

The parts that make us whole…
Two things happened to me this week that reminded me of something that’s always been
extremely important in highly functioning, sophisticated organizations (like healthcare, EMS
and Nuclear Power Plant Leak Prevention).
They came to me in different ways, but the message was the same.
The first happened to me on Wednesday. I had just boarded my flight from Austin to Phoenix.
As we were approaching time to hit the road (or technically sky and NOT road), the Captain
came on the overhead PA and said something was identified in the pre-flight check (I honestly
couldn’t tell you what it was), it was minor, they could technically fly safely without it but the
FAA would not allow the aircraft to fly without it being functional.
I get it. And frankly, better that way than having the Pilot & First Officer sit up in the front and
do a quick “Rock / Paper / Scissors” contest to decide whether to go or not. Rigidity and
consistency in the aviation industry have had a dramatic effect on improving flight safety. We
have appropriately adopted many of the same principles in medicine (checklists, Crew Resource
Management, etc) that have improved patient safety in our world.
But my mind started to wander after the announcement…
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I started to think about all the “little” things that could go wrong on an airplane and the impact
it could have. How does the pilot know ALL that stuff? What about the Haldinger Bolt that
holds the structural support for the engine to the wing (I made that up, by the way, but you get
my point). And what if the Klessingerald Voltage / Altitude Suppressor Sensor is nonfunctioning (made that up too, but it sounded pretty good)? I never see any Pilot pull a gauge
out of his/her pocket and check tire pressure but that certainly seems like an important
measurement to me…
I think you see where I’m going. There are so many millions of inter-related parts, functions,
structures and systems that must work perfectly together in order for the plane to fly safely.
Aviation has adopted a model of prevention that helps assure nothing reaches a point of
malfunction that compromises the safety of the aircraft.
So what’s key here?
When you think about all the magic that has to happen to allow an aircraft to take off
appropriately, fly in a controlled manner and land safely, it’s possible because every individual
that touches, interacts with or controls that aircraft has the expertise to take care of their
particular area of focus.
The Pilot can’t replace the Klessingerald Voltage / Altitude Suppressor Sensor (it requires a
phosblasken wrench). The Aviation Mechanic has nothing to do with security or the flight
manifest. The Gate Agent can’t do the pre-flight briefing and no one can figure out exactly how
to use the restroom doors (which is probably why they call them Lavatories).
But together, the Pilots, First Officers, Aviation Mechanics, Flight Attendants, TSA Security and
all the hundreds of other experts we may never even see, make our trip safe.
Just like medicine. Just like in EMS.
Surgeons aren’t too good at safely administering anesthesia. EMS Providers don’t usually
suture up nasty wounds. Our Helicopter Pilots aren’t starting IVs. Our Dispatchers stink at
keeping ambulances running. Our Educators could eventually dispatch a 911 call, but would
push quite a few buttons before getting the right one.
And our CMO can’t even figure out how to open up the Lavatory Door on planes.
But together?
That’s the secret sauce. When everyone involved in the mission does their job beautifully and
skillfully, it’s symphonic. The airplane flies safely, smoothly and comfortable and arrives on
time. The patient gets the right unit dispatched, the right providers with the right tools and the
right training arrive in a timely fashion safely and appropriately and care is administered as
needed. The patient gets the right surgical procedure by an appropriately trained and
credentialed clinician with the right tools in the right amount of time.
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AND…
-

The right information is provided to the patient’s primary treating clinicians by a medical
record system that captures the right data and interfaces with the right systems and
clinicians in a timely way so they can appropriately continue efforts to improve health
and minimize the need for care…

-

Accurately recorded accounts of the patient encounter are appropriately captured and
correctly coded to generate a bill for services that reflects exactly what happened and
what was observed so the treating entity is reimbursed for the service in order to
continue providing care…

-

The event has another set of eyes and review by those not involved in the particular
event so we can identify what we did well, what we may not have done so well and
what we need to improve on…

-

We gather all those accurate observations in a very organized way to analyze trends,
areas of excellence and areas in need of work as a system…

The list could go on & on…
The important message for all of us is the magic of an integrated, highly functioning team of
experts that work together to fulfill our mission.
Just like the US Air Flight team did to me on Wednesday…
Here’s the other thing that happened to me this week that drives the message home even more
strongly…
After last week’s FNuL, I got an email from Randy Harrell [AMR Area Fleet Manager –
California]. I have to tell you, it was the best email I’ve received all week…
As part of his note, he wrote: “I always try to communicate information about the saving of
lives to our mechanics that they also are part of the save by keeping our fleet in top condition.”
Just like my US Air experience, I started thinking about the importance of, and the complexity
of, our national ambulance fleet. Think about it.
“911 – What’s the address of your emergency? What number are you calling from? OK, tell me
exactly what happened… Thanks, sir. We’ll get there as quickly as we can with our biphasic
monitor / defibrillator, Amiodarone, liters of sterile normal saline, laryngoscopes (with an
assortment of pediatric and adult blades), EZIO Intraosseous needles and all sorts of other cool
stuff as quick as we can – oh yeah. If the vehicle can make it…”
Not.
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We depend on our vehicles (by the way, ambulances, boats, helicopters, fixed wing aircraft,
ATRs, and other cool things) to get the right providers with the right tools and the right training
in the right amount of time to solve the problem.
Nationwide, our fleets’ total daily mileage approximates to a coast-to-coast round trip 41 times.
That’s a lot of miles. AND, a lot of miles that we need to travel quickly, safely, accurately and reliably.
Randy’s email reminded me of the critical importance of a well-maintained fleet that’s just as ready to
save a life as a fully charged monitor/defibrillator and well-functioning laryngoscope alongside the right
dose of the right unexpired medication…
Thanks to all of our Fleet experts nationwide for their important contribution to our cardiac arrest
survival rates…

Another “best in breed” feedback tool for critical team efforts…
Dr. David Sawyer, [AMR-South Mississippi Medical Director] sent me a copy of a follow up notification
they use in conjunction with Memorial Neurosciences and Rehabilitation in Mississippi (thanks, Dave)...
Of note, their team breaks down each step of the critical pathway in identification & management of
stroke (in this particular case, note the value of the physician hanging out in triage -). That level of
granularity is really helpful in analyzing process.
This is the kind of post-event communication that develops and refines the whole system, improving the
chance of the best outcome possible…
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A picture I’ve been meaning to add:
Thanks to Dr. Jerry Allison [AMR Medical Director – Dallas] who sent me this a while ago. I’m sure you
remember the story of the child that rode from the Mainland to Hawaii in the airplane wheel well.

(You’d think after my previous discussion there’d be some kind of “Human in the Wheel Well” indicator
light, but I guess not).
All kidding aside, the child was fortunate to survive the event. Temperatures drop extremely low and
the oxygen concentrations at altitude are not sufficient to sustain life for extended periods of time in
patients with normal physiology.
In this case, the effects of the hypothermia may have led to a hibernatory effect and physiologic changes
that allowed him to decrease his oxygen consumption needs (think cold water drowning)…
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This story grabbed headlines for many reasons - the child was captured on video surveillance hopping a
fence at the San Jose airport, he crawled into the wheel well and survived both the environmental and
physical challenges of flight & landing.
But the impact of hypothermia on normal body functions, acute resuscitation and survival is an
extremely hot topic (get it?).
There is much interest on the effects of varying degrees of hypothermia on outcomes in a multitude of
conditions and circumstances, including:
-

Post cardiac arrest (or INTRA-arrest)
Stroke
Cardiac surgery
Traumatic Brain Injury
Spinal cord injury
Sepsis

Here’s one of the most fascinating:
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This study, currently in progress at the University Of Pittsburgh Medical Center, is a clinical trial
comparing outcomes in penetrating trauma (knife wounds and stab wounds) in patients who have rapid
replacement of their blood volume with chilled saline, creating a state of “suspended animation”.
Surgeons then repair the wounds and then initiate reperfusion and rewarming with a heart-lung bypass
process.
The procedure, called EPR (Emergency Preservation & Resuscitation) has been demonstrated to be
extremely effective in animal models. The animal’s cognitive functions (measured by their ability to
remember old tricks and learn new ones) remained intact.
Just one more fascinating chapter in the evolution of resuscitation …

Epilogue…
An elderly male resident of the nursing home said to the female resident in a wheel chair, "Betcha can't
guess how old I am."
She replied, "I can if you take off all of your clothes."
So he disrobed and she instructed him to turn around slowly.
Then she said, "You're 95."
"That's amazing!!" he exclaimed. "How could you tell?"
"You told me at breakfast."

__________________
That’s it from my world. Happy Friday. As always, thanks for what you do and how you do it.
May you always remember your old tricks…

Ed
______
Edward M. Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
AMR / Evolution Health
ed.racht@evhc.net
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